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EXECUTiVE SALARIES, BONUSES,
AND PENSIONS

Salary and bonusaggregate direct current remuneration--are the
executive's traditional rewards and represent in many instances the
largest proportion of his total compensation. For our purposes, it is

as important that they also admit readily to measurement, are promi-
nently and fully reported on in corporate proxy statements, and provide
a convenient standard around which an examination of the other com-
ponents of the pay package may be oriented.

While the terni "salary" should require no clabotation, it is necessary
to spell out what is included in the category of "bonus" payments in
the discussions that follow. The definition here encompasses not only
those awards made in a given year as remuneration for that same year's
services but also the arrangements frequently referred to as "incentive
compensation." Under the latter, a specified total amount is promised
the executive but is paid to him in a series of cash installments "earned
out" over several years rather than in a single lump sum. Since all such
payments are taxable to the individual at ordinary personal income tax
rates when received, they will be grouped with salary throughout the
study.'

Tax Liabilities

All income recipients can and do take advantage of the numerous pro-
visions of the tax law permitting both personal exemptions and either a
standard or an itemized deduction from taxable income for such outlays
as personal interest payments, state and local taxes, medical expenses,

1 As arc directors' fees to executives who serve on their respective boards.
13



14 EXECUTIVE COM I' ENsA'rroN

charitable contributions, and SO on. The senior Corporate L'XCCtjtj
examined here almost certainly fall among the group of taxpayers wh
itemize. In order to provide a sensible measure of the after-tax value o
their direct current remuneration, therefore, it is necessary to estiuiate
the amount of the deductions and exemptions they claim.

The relationship between gross income and taxable inconie for tlI

taxpayers can be obtained from the annual tax return tabulatioiis pro-
vided by the Internal Revenue Service.2 If it is assumed that each
executive acts in the same manner as does the "typical" indivklual in
his income bracket, it turns out that he would have had, on average
during the period 1940 to 1950, deductions and exemptions together
amounting to approximately 10 per cent of his annual gross income
From 1951 through 1963 the corresponding figure was about 15 per
cent.3 In computing the executive's tax liability here, then, each dollar
of his before-tax salary and bonus is translated into either 85 or 90
cents of taxable incomedepending on the calendar year involved.

A second aspect of a man's personal situation which is relevant to
the tax treatment of his rewards is his marital status. Because of the
major impact of the income-splitting privilege on average and mar-
ginal rates, an attempt is made in each case to determine whether or not
the executive whose compensation is being examined is married. If no
positive evidence can be uncovered, the assumption will be that he is
since the probabilities seem to point strongly in that direction. Personal
exemptions for himself and the members of his family are, as noted.
included in the percentage figure above.

A third factor involves income the executive may receive from
sources other than his corporate employer. If he does enjoy some "out-
side income" of this sort, he will be in a higher tax bracket than that sug-
gested by salary and bonus alone, and the tax liabilities imputed to him
should be adjusted accordingly. Unfortunately, the probable size of such
income is diflicult to establish. Certainly, the senior executive's familiarity
with the profit potential of various security instruments and business
ventures can be expected to lead him to undertake a substantial amount
of investment activity on personal account. His high income status.

2 (Js Treasury Department Inteinal Revenue Servjc, Statistics of Income,Indj'jdj,a! Tax Returns Washington, D.C.3 See Appendix A for the derivation of these values.
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which supplies a reservoir of funds for that purpose, reinforces this
expectation. It seems reasonable, therefore, to believe that his outside
income will he sizeable.

An estimate which is taken here to he a suitable one is 15 per cent of
direct current remuneration. Thus a man having a net worth three to
four times his annual salary and bonus, and earning 4 or 5 per cent
thereon before taxes, is considered representative. While that may per-
haps seem a low investment yield to assume in view of postwar stock
market conditions, it must be emphasized that only items taxable as
ordinary income at the regular statutory rates are pertinent in this
connection. To the extent that a significant portion of the executive's
return on his portfolio consists of capital appreciation, that return will
not affect the tax liabilities applicable to his salary and bonus. Dividend
and interest income is therefore the appropriate concern, and the indi-
cated yield does not seem unduly pessimistic in those terms. A com-
plete analysis would, of course, also recognize the influence of such
factors as a man's age, his past earnings history, his propensity to save,
his investment skill and preferences, any inherited wealth, changes in
external economic conditions, and so on. Clearly, information of this
nature is not only hard to come by hut would require for its full
assimilation the development of a model for predicting investment re-
sults that exceeds the legitimate needs of the present study. The real
objective in acknowledging the existence of so-called "outside income"
is very simply the removal of what would otherwise be a persistent bias
toward attributing too low a tax rate to the executive's salary and bonus.
For that purpose, the estimate described should suffice.4

A fler-Tax Salary and Bonus

Given these assumptions, the executive's gross income, taxable income,
personal tax liability, and, therefore, after-tax current income each year
are easily computed. 'The final step is to specify the share of this last
figure that should be credited to salary and bonus. In order to avoid
arbitrarily designating one kind of receipt as 'basic" and the others as

The effect on the empirical results of choosing some alternative assumptions,
hoth for outside income and for deductions and exemptions, is explored in
Chapter 12.

SALARIES, BONUSES, AND PENSIONS 15
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marginal the allocation vi1l be made accoi-ding to the proportion iif

total before-tax mcorne each item represents. Thus, if in a l)trticL1lar year

an executive has a salary of $S0,00() plus $20,000 j bonus awards, he

is assumed also to have outside income amounting to $ I 5,000. With the

relevant percentage of deductions and exemptions and the statutory per-
sonal tax schedule for that year, his after-tax income can he calculated

Of that figure, 80/115 is taken to be the after-tax Cotlilterpart of his
salary and 20/115 the contribution of his bonus.5 In effect, current in-
come is regarded as homogeneous, with deductions and exemptions_
and taxesapplying uniformly to all its components.

Pensions

The central characteristic of a pension arrangement is the right of the
executive to receive a series of yearly or monthly payments of a given
size beginning at a specified future retirement date and continuing there-
after during his lifetime. A pension may, therefore, be termed a "deferred
contingent" form of reward.

OR!ENTATJON

Retirement plans may be classified according to a number of criteria,
depending on one's purpose. If interest lay in the pattern of asset
accumulation and in the investment policies associated with different
methods of providing for pensions, plans would be separated into cate-
gories related to degree of funding and funding medium, such as "in-
sured," "trusteed," and "pay-as-you-go." If personnel administration
were of major concern, the breakdown might be on the basis of the
benefit formula into "career average," "final pay," and "flat benefit"
plans. While these are important distinctions for many decisions, they
are not particularly relevant to the valuation of executive rewards. For
that purpose it is necessary to know only the promised benefit and how
much, if anything, the executive must contribute toward the financing
of the arrangementi.e., whether the plan is "contributory" or "non-
contributory." Under a contributory plan, both the corporation and the
executive set aside certain amounts each year during the latter's active

A. more detailed illustration is provided in the nhlnierjc,jI example containedin Chapter 6.
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SALARIES, BONUSES, AN!) PENSIONS 17

working life to provide for a specified retirement benefit. In the case of a
noncontributory plan, the lull cost of the prospective pension is borne
by the corporation.

CONCEPTUAL. FRAMEWORK

The worth of a pension to its potential recipient will be assessed here
by asking the question: How large would tile annual premiums be if
the executive were to purchase from an insurance company a retirement
annuity equal in value and similar in form to his pension promise?
Those premiunis are taken to constitute the "after-tax current equivalent"
of the pension. Since they measure the annual expenditure out of after-
tax income that would be required for an individual to provide the same
retirement benefits on his own, it is possible to compare them with the
after-tax income generated by salary and bonus payments and to make
statements about compensatory value on that basis. We may then take the
further step of calculating the increase in before-tax salary and bonus
that would raise the executive's take-home pay by an amount equal to
the pension's after-tax current equ;valent, thereby defining a "before-tax
current equivalent" which represents the alternative of actually reward-
ing the man via salary instead. A "what if" computation of this sort is
particularly useful in discussing the impact of taxes on the level and form
of compensation--as will be seen later.

RATIONALE

It is, of course, true that a number of avenues exist through which
an executive could provide on his own for economic security in retire-
ment if he were not eligible to receive pension benefits. Selection of the
individual annuity contract as the most appropriate alternative toand,
hence, index of the worth ofa pension was dictated by several con-
siderations.

First, there is the matter of precision. The terms on which annuities
are available are extremely well defined. The quoted premiums reflect
guaranteed rates of return, established mortality experience, and specific
charges for administrative expenses. Most other instruments are nec-
essarily less definite, especially with regard to return on investment.

Secondly, it seems important to take full account of the risks borne
by the executive. Since a corporate pension plan removes virtually all
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financial uncertainty about the eventual receipt ol a given retiremetit
benefit,6 the alternative suggested should provide the degree of
assurance. An annuity fulfIlls this requirement. It represents acontracttitI
obligation of the issuing insurance company and is backed by a govern-

mentally regulated investment policy and reserve system. Even though
the potential return offered by other investment media may be greater,
few, if any, will guarantee a particular outcome. Perhaps a more signifi-
cant kind of risk for the executive involved, however, is that of
too long after retirement and exhausting the funds lie has set aside.
Pension plans and insured individual annuities are the only arrange
ments which insulate their beneficiaries against that contingency.

Finally, there are the costs of managing the individual's funds. Retire-
ment annuity premitifliS contain complete allowances for such expenses
whereas most other investment possibilities do not. Certainly, the ener-
gies which a highly paid executive would have to devote to managing
his own portfolio represent a sizeable cost to him, but one which both
the pension and the annuity obviate.

The premiums on an individual retirement annuity, then, are con-
sidered here to he the best measure of the after-tax current income
equivalent of a pension because the two devices are similarly precise,
certain, and comprehensive. If there are other arrangements which offer
many or even all of these advantages, it can be assumed that competitive
pressures in the financial markets will eliminate any significant differ-
ences in their prices and render the present choice no less desirable than
any other. To the extent that the retirement annuity is singularly pos-

sessed of the requisite virtues, it should be preferrcd.

THE NOTION OF EQUIVALENCE
Even with the above approach, the determination of the worth of

a pension promise is not quite as simple as it might initially appear.
Because of the nature of the benefits afforded by the typical corporate
pension plan, it is not possible for an individual to purchase for himself

6 Except insofar as that benefit is not completely "vested," however. See the
discussion below, pp. 25-26.

The issue of whether, given complete freedom of choice, every executivewould in fact choose to purchase an individual annuity with the salary pay-ments provided him in lieu of his pension is not critical to this argument. OWinterest is only in guaranteeing that he could achieve an exactly equivalent posihon if he so desired.

S
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exactly the same arrangement from an insurance company. Noncontnibu-
tory CflSiOflS ordinarily provide no benefits if the employee should die
prior to retirement. Contributory plans contain only a small death benefit
feature. In addition, there is the matter of vesting and the contingencies
it introduces. An individual annuity contract, on the other hand, vill
specify that, in the event of the policyholder's death before attaining
the age at which the annuity is to begin, his estate shall receive the full
amount of the net premiums he has paid together with the interest
accumulated thereon. Arid, of course, an individual annuity is "fully
vested" in the sense that the purchaser can alter or cancel it at will and
lay claim to the prescribed cash surrender value at any time. The
executive cannot, therefore, obtain an individual annuity whose benefits
correspond in all respects to those of his pension.

Another problem is the different tax treatment of the two arrange-
ments. The benefits eventually accruing to an executive are subject to
one set of taxes if he purchases an annuity himself and another if that
annuity is provided by a corporate pension plan.9 It is not correct to
say, for example, that the after-tax current equivalent of a $20,000 per
year pension promise is equal to the annual premium on a $20,000 per
year individual retirement annuity.

As a result, "equivalence" must hc cstablished by first measuring the
after-tax present value of the pension and then finding the individual
annuity which has the same present value. The annual premiums quoted
for thüt annuity comprise the pension's after-tax current income equiva-
lent. Since the nature and degree of deferral and contingency involved
in both arrangements have been given formal expression within the
framework of actuarial science, methods by which the necessary calcula-
tions can be made fortunately are readily available.

TIME SPAN OF THE CURRENT EQUIVALENT
The size of the premiums on a particular annuity policy depend, of

course, on the time period over which they are spread. Since the
annuity, for our purposes, represents the executive's pension alternative,
it seems appropriate that this period coincide with the years when he is
performing the services that give rise to the pension. Thus, a man who

Gross premiums minus the charges for sales and administrative expenses.
See below, pp. 30-32, for the details.
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comes under a pension plan at age 40 and who expects to retire at ae
65 is credited here with an after-tax current equivalent consisting t

twenty-five annual premiums. The magnitude of each veal's premium

determined by the initial pension promise and the pattern ot ch flees in

benefits which occur.

BENEFIT CHANGES
Because the pension protiiised an executive is ordinarily adjusted

over time to reflect his performance and increased experience, our
analysis must be equipped to deal with such changes. Consistent with
the general approach outlined above, each increase---c'r decrease--i11
benefits vill be regarded as a separate pension award whose current
equivalent begins at the time that award is macic and continues there-
after up to the mans anticipated retirement age. For example, an
executive who is first covered by a pension plan at age So and promised
$20,000 per year upon retirement at age 65 will have attributed to him
an initial after-tax current equivalent made up of the fifteen equal annual
premiums which would purchase an individual retirement annuity has'-
ing the same present value as that pension. If. at age 55, hIs prospecflv
benefit is raised to $25,000 per year, a second current equivalent is
calculatedthe ten equal annual premiums required for an additional

individual annuity which is as valuable to him as the additional $5,001)
pension promise. The sum of this new annual premium plus the original
one represents the total after-tax current equivalent for the years from
age 55 through age 64) \\'henever a benefit change occurs. the pro.
ceciure is repeated. In effect, the complete current equivalent finally
generated for the executive's pension will be comprised of a series of
"layers" of annuity premiums, each one corresponding to all increment
in the benefits promised him and extending over successively shorter
periods of time.

THE ANNUITY PREMIUM SCHEDULE
One of the advantages of choosing the individual retirement annuity

as a measure of the value of a pension was taken to he the precision it
IG Had the pension benefit instead beer, reduced by S.00O. the JiJJennbetween the two premiums would be the current equivalent for the last tenyears.
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SALARIES, BONUSES, AND PENSIONS 21

ofiered. This contention is valid, however, only in the case of a particular
annuity contract--the "nonparticipating" policy.

Most large iliSUrance companies are organized on a "mutual" basis,
returning to their policyholders as dividends the fruits of investment,
mortality, or administrative experience more favorable than was con-
tcmplated in the premium rates quoted. In effect, the policyholder is
guaranteed some minimum result and then has the right to "participate"
through lower premiums or larger benefits if the company's projections
are pessimistic. Since the ultimate cost of retirement annuities of this
sort is ambiguous, such arrangements arc not suited to our purposes
here.

"Stock" insurance companies and many "mutual" ones do, however,
niake available nonparticipating annuities on which the terms are corn-
pletely fixed. The insurance company assumes the risk of adverse de-
velopments, while the policyholder foregoes the right to share in any
unexpected gains. The premiums on a nonparticipating individual re-
tirement annuity are therefore the appropriate index of the current
income equivalent of a pension."

THE POSTRETIRE MEN T ECONOM IC CONTEXT

The value of a pension and its individual annuity counterpart to an
executive depends to a large extent upon the circumstances which will
accompany the receipt of the promised benefits. Anticipated "outside
income," deductions and exemptions, and future tax rates are the major
parameters involved.

It was mentioned earlier that an accurate appraisal of the personal
tax liability on salary and bonus payments should include the effect of
income from outside sources. The executive can expect to receive such
income after retirement as well. Since he will be able to accumulate
wealth in the intervening period, it might be reasonable to project a
larger amount than he presently enjoys. On the other hand, he may
have to draw upon his capital when his salary ceases in order to main-

In the long run. of course, the exigencies of competition should cause
the costs of participating and nonparticipating policies to be approximately
equal. It properly handled, either type could he a useful standard of pension
value. Becau,e only the nonparticipating annuity is precise &oni an entirely
cx ante standpoint, however, it is more convenient to use here.
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tam an accustomed standard of living or to take advantage of the vaca

tion and travel opportunities previouSlY denied him. A number of

additional factors could be considered, but any statenient made must

be highly tentative-1' it is by no means certain that the estifliate made

here of the size of the executive's current outside income is correct. For

lack of a better hypothesis, therefore, the assumption will be that such

inconle is iust about as important after retirement as it is l)efOre. and

that the amount being received at the time the present value of a pension

or a benefit change is assessed will also occur in retirement.'2

A case can similarly be made for either higher or lower deductions

and exemptions during the postretirernent years. Medical expenSeS are

likely to increase and the personal exemption doubles at age 65, but

charitable contributions and various employment-connected outlays may

well decline. Because the relevant influences are again complex and
probably countervailing, the executive will simply be assumed to claim

in retirement the same proportion of deductions and exemptions that is
indicated by Internal Revenue Service data for his current income:
either 10 or 15 per cent of each receipt, depending on the calendar year
involved.'3

Finally, tax rates must be projected forward. Since it seems that
taxes were, over the period studied, as prone to increase as they were
to fall, the tax schedule which might reasonably have been anticipated
in the future could, at each point in time, have been fairly well approxi-
mated by that of the moment. The result of all these assumptions is per-
haps best described by an example. In 1945 an executive is promised
a $20,000 per year pension which is to begin when he retires in 1960.
His outside income in 1945 is $10,000. Expected annual postretire-
ment income is therefore taken to be $30,000 before taxes, 90 per
cent of which is assumed taxable ' at the rates prevailing in 1945. Fol-
lowing the procedure adopted in the case of salary payments, two-thirds
of the calculated after-tax remainder is attributed to the pension."

12 Any Social Security benefits the executive may expect to receive are ir-

relevant in this connection, since they are tax-free and will not affect the ta
liability on prospective pension receipts.

See above, p. 14, and Appendix A.
14 As noted, deductions and exemptions are specified to be 10 per cent of

gross income during the period 1940-50.
"See above, p. 16.
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ACTUARIAL CONCEPTS

The present value of a pension arrangement or an individual re ire-
ment annuity is a function of the opportunity cost involved in having
to wait for the promised benefits and the probability that the potential
recipient will live to claim them. Our concern, then, is with the speci-
fication of two discount factors, one for time deferral and one for
mortality." Actuarial science provides the necessary analytical frame-
work.

Information pertaining to the likelihood of death is compiled by in-
surance companies from their historical policy-underwriting experience
and presented in what is known as a mortality table. From this table
the numerical probability that an "average" individual of any age will
attain any other age can be computed.1? Multiplying that figure by the
time-discounted dollar amount of the prospective after-tax benefit for
the year in question, we obtain the expected present value of the
benefit. The aggregate present value of the pension or annuity from the
viewpoint of the executive is determined by repeating this procedure
for each year and totaling the results,'

DISCOUNT RATE

The particular interest rate chosen as a measure of the executive's
opportunity cost should, in general, reflect the characteristics of the in-

vestment activity he might engage in to meet his postretirement financial
needs if he were not promised a pension nor able to purchase an in-
dividual annuity. Perhaps more to the poirt, it should reflect the re--
turns available from investments whose outcomes are no less certain
than those of these instruments. Since time deposits in commercial
banks, deposits iii mutual savings banks, and federal government debt
instruments, if held to maturity, involve essentially no risk, a portfolio
comprised of one or more of these elements may be regarded as a
logical vehicle. Taking into account the taxability of interest earnings,
a discount rate of 2% per cent per annum after taxes appears to be
consistent with the history of such investments. Once again, it is either

'' And also, perhaps, one for any vesting provisions that apply. See the
seclion on "vesting' below.

1? For a description of the mortality table and a summary of the relevant
probability measures, see Appendix B.

' Appendix D offers an illustrative example.
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impractical or impossible to identify and include in this estimate the

many factors that would enable differences over time and among in-

dividuals to he fully recognized.' Ilowever, by using the same ligurc

to calculate the present value of both the pension and its annuity

counterpart, whatever errors might otherwise cause concern should be

largely neutralized. Certainly, the order of magnitude assumed is not

out of lineand the effect of some alternative assumptions is tested in

Chapter 12.20

MORTALITY TABLE

An appropriate mortality table is also important to the analysis. The
1951 Group Annuity Table for Males ' was adopted for use through-
out in the belief that it provides an adequate representation of the
longevity characteristics of executives during the period with which the
study is concerned. The assumption is that executives, many of whom
wer' included in the compilation of data for this table. arc not sig-
nificantly different from the typical employee covered by a corporate
pension plan--i.e., a "group annuity" contract--in terms of physical
well-being.27 The gradual improvement in individual life expectancies
over time does render the table, which extrapolates that trend to a
certain extent, a better description of the mortality experience of the
later years of the study, and its use may be open to some question on
that basis. However, since the major part of the empirical effortas
measured both by number of executives and by dollar magnitude of
pension promisesis necessarily concerned with these later years. the
improvement in accuracy that might be achieved by using several
mortality tables does not appear to justify the additional effort involved.

' Even settling on a given before-tax rate of return on investment and recog
nizing differences among the sample executives' tax raics each year quickly
becomes a very complicated and computationall)' inconvenient process.

2 must also be confessed that precisely per cent rathei than. say. 2

or 2 per cent after taxes was chosen because the mortality table adopted for
the study incorporated that figure in its tabulation of certain shorthand actuarial
symbols which greatly facilitate the calculation of the relevant present values.

21 A portion of this table was utilized in Appendix B. It is reproduced in its
entirety in Appendix C.

22 While no conclusive evidence on this question is available. a related dis-
cussion can be found in Robert J. Lampman, The S/rare of Top tVealt/-11oldein National Wealth, 1922-56. Princeton University Prcs for National Bureau of
Economic Research, (962. On pp. 42'18 and in annotated references, he Con-
siders the relationship between mortality and income class.
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SALARIES, JIONUSES, AND PENSIONS 2

Furthermore, as in the case of a (liscount-rate choice, the use of the
same mortality (able to appraise both the executive's pension and its
posited individual annuity alternative means that any errors offset rather
than rciniorcc each oilier.

VESTING

One aspect of the imperfect correspondence between a cor)ratc
pension arrangement and an iaclvidual retirement annuity is the mat-
ter of vesting. An employee who deci(les to change jobs at some time
(luring his working life usually forfeits all rights under the pension plan
of his original employer unless he has worked for a specihed number of
years or attained a particular age, or both. To the extent that he can
claim a portion of the promised heneiits if lie leaves, his pension is
termed "vested.'' In order to assess the present value of a pension,
therefore, the likelihood and consci.luences of the executive's resignation
should be considered.

Although almost everyone can point to an example of a corporate
officer who was either lured away from or forced out of his job, the
conclusion suggested by an examination of proxy statenients is that
such occurrences arc quite infrequent when viewed in relation to the
entire senior managerial group. Thus, if it were possible to compute
for each age the probability that an executive might resign, the conten-
tion is that the indicated discount would be very small and the resulting
pension present values would be only slightly dilTerent from those ob-
tained by assuming that vesting is complete.2 This argument is re-

For example, out of the some 550 executives in 51) companies whose corn-
pensatioli C.\pericncc is analv-ied below, there were only 29 instances of resigna-

ins to take ani 0 hci job in t lie (we roy-loLl r-ye r period exam ned and, of these,
nil-Ic occurred in jUsE two linus. Further suppoi t comes from the information
wh icli is avail He on labor force lii rn user in ge neri I, wh cli shows Ii igh mohi
primarily among younger and newer employees. As the worker age-s and iic-
CII Ill tilate', job sen ion (V. the Ii kelihoüd of Ii s okpantti re dinii ni.shes steadily.
Fxcciitives at the level the empirical effort here S concerneot with clearly fit
he litter description. See J anues A. Ita mit ton and Dorra nec C. It rolls on. P1 fl -

suoic, New York. 1958, rp. 21 2-2 lb.
21 ()hviurilsly. ()ltC (if the reti' 'n for low job turnover among executives and

other long-time employees may well he the threat of cancellation of accurnu-
I ated pCllslOIm rig lots, and there i -, no intent ion here to downgrade the possIble
Intl imence of fhat Iii rea t - Indeed, one in igh t look at the pen sion "a Inec oh-
tuned :n tile stihseq iicnt c mpiric;l I a nat ysis tinder the :issii nipt ion of complete
VestIng is in some sense an Ill &te c of t he ilem,'rcr of n' ressim re on the 11(1 iv id LI a
not to change jobs. .At (he moment, however, only the filch of low turnover,
not its source, is at issue.
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inforced by the recognition that the senior executives included in the

current sample almost certainly meet whatever age and job tenure re-

quirements their respective employers' retirement plans specify for

vesting and, hence, are not likely to be subject to full forfeiture of their

pension rights in any event. There will, of course, be a small bias in

the direction of overstating the worth of a pension if the possibility of

forfeiture is ignored. hut that bias should not he significant.

It should also he pointed out that a compensating error is built into

the pension's current equivalent. No upward adjustment is made in
those figures for the ljkeljhood that the executive may not remain with

his company until the designated retirement age and actually "collect"

the full series of salary increments which are cast up as the substitute
for his pension. To the extent that executiveS do change jobs, there

fore, the after-tax current equivalents as calculated are also less valu-
able than they are credited with being here, and since this is the same
sort of error as that associated with the present value of the pension
itself, the two should cancel.25

BENEFIT TIMING
The usual pension plan provides for a specified payment each month

following retirement, as do most individual annuity contracts. For
several reasons, however, it seems appropriate to calculate the value
of both arrangements as if benefits were paid only once a year.

First of all, the mathematics are much simpler, substantially re-
ducing the effort involved in programming the computations. If both
instruments are treated under the same assumption, little accuracy is
sacrificed in comparing them.

Secondly, the techniques involved in constnicting a monthly valua-
tion framework are not really completely satisfactory. Mortality tables,
for exafnpie, do not provide an intraycar tabulation of the pattern of
demise, and some arbitrary assumption would therefore be necessary.

25 It is also worth noting that insofar as the current equivalent outlined is
offered as an operational alternative to a pension, it carries with it similar
pressures on the executive not to leave his job. Thus, if he does leave and
his pension is not fully vested, he gives up some of his henelit rights. If he
were instead being paid its "current income equivalent," the same consequence
would follow, i.e., he would not receive the remainder of the annual payments
due him under that arrangement.

EXECIJTR'E COMPENSATION
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SALARIES, BONUSES, AND PENSIONS 27
A similar problem arises with respect to discountinR to obtain precent
values. 1 here are several "correct" ways to convert from an annual to
a monthly interest rate, the choice aniong them being largely a matter
of taste.

Finally, our tax laws do not provide any reason for undertaking the
complications. An individual is taxed according to his economic per-
formance over a full year's time. Month-to-month variations in his
income are quite irrelevant, 'he sare aggregate tax liabilities on
pension and annuity recei; t!'refore pertain whether they are as-
sumed payable only once or in twelve installments over the year.

TilE BENEFIT STRUCTURE OF THE PENSION
In order to generate a precise statement of the present value of a

pension, it is necessary to speak of some sort of "typical" plan. Since
there are a wide variety of benefit provisions that a retirement package
may contain, any choice of a particular combination cannot be entirely
comprehensive. It is neither practical nor very fruitful to explore in
detail here all the options which arc available, however, Attention will
be concentrated instead on the most popular form of both the con-
tributory and noncontributory pension. That analysis should be suf-
ficient to establish the soundness-_or lack thereof-_of the approach
chosen and also to illustrate the manner in which other benefit struc-
tures could be valued.

The usual noncontrihutory pension plan is a fairly simple device.
There is no death benefit feature of any sort, and the only promise made
is for a specified monthly payment beginning at retirement and continu-
ing thereafter for as long as the employee lives.

A contributory pension is somewhat more complicated because of
the participation by the employee in its financing. The most common
arrangement provides certain death benefits as vell as the same sort of
basic monthly retirement award offered by a noncontributory plan. If the
employee involved should die prior to attaining the designated retire-
ment age, his estate receives the total amount of the contributions he
has made up to that time, together with the interest accumulated
thereon, at a rate specified by the plan. Alternatively, if the employee
dies after retiring but before receiving in monthly benefits an amount
equal to the interest-accumulated value of his contributions as of the

J
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date he retired, a death benefit equal to the difference between that
amount and the monthly payments received is paid to his estate. These
provisions guarantee, in effect, that the employee or his fnily will at
least recover the "investment value" of his own contributions o the plan.

OTHER BENEFIT FORMULAS
The consequences of choosing the above arrangements as typical

should be considered briefly. If the pension present value calculations
can be expected to vary significantly depending on the benefit pattern
assumed, the usefulness of the findings here will be limited. Fortunately,
conditions exist which prevent this from being a problem.

From the standpoint of the medium through which the corporation
finances its pension plaiwhether it is an insurance company, a bank,
or its own trusteed fundthe present value of all benefit packages of-
fered the executive must be the same, given the amount of his and his
employer's contributions. The executive may, for example, have the
option of trading off a large annual retirement benefit, payable only
during his lifetime, for a smaller yearly amount accompanied by
"period certain" or "survivorship" features.2° However, when the
relevant deferral and contingency aspects of each device are assessed,
they all must be equal in terms of present value to the pension plan's
administering agent. As a result, the benefits associated with a given
pension promise may be restructured only within quite definite bounds.

The extent to which the several present values will be the same
from the executive's point of view depends on the personal tax treat-
ment of the various benefit alternatives and on the difference between
the executive's opportunity cost and the earnings rate assumed by the
pension plan in establishing thc,se alternatives. Tax variations are not
pronounced, especially in the initial retirement years which weigh most
heavily in present value calculations. i.vforeover, the interest rates used
to estimate probable pension fund portfolio yields have been close to
the 24 per cent figure chosen above as appropriate for the executive.

26A "period certain" arrangement provides that a specified minimum number
oi years' benefits be paid to either the retired employee or his beneficiary. The
"survivorship" agreement makes benefits payable to the employee while he li"-s
and then to a designated heir for the rest of that person's lifetime. In most asei
neither option contains any postretirement death benefit provisions of the sortdescribed above for the "typical" contributory plan.
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SALARIES, RONIISES, AND PENSIONS 29
Accordingly, certain benefit options will give rise to larger and some to
smaller present values than the one assumed here, but it seems that the
discrepancies arc not likely to be great and that, on average, a reason-
able approximation of the value of the pension will be obtained.

LIENEFIT STRUCTURE OF TILE INDIVIDUAL. ANNULTY
Although individual annuity contracts which exactly duplicate

corporate pension benefits are not offered by insurance companies, it
is possible to choose an arrangement to use as a standard of com-
parison which at least looks very much like the "typical" pension plans
described above.

Individual annuity policies have for some time contained a "return-of-
premiums" provision to the effect that, if the purchaser should die be-
fore reaching the age at which the annuity is to begin, his estate will
receive a death benefit equal to either the total dollar amount of the
gross premiums or the interest-accuniulated value of the net premiums
paid up to that time, whichever is greater.27 This feature must, there-
fore, be a part of any annuity proposed. On the other hand, a num-
ber of postretirement benefit options are made available. The one that
seems most suitable is the "straight life" annuity: a series of monthly
payments (aggregated to yearly here) beginning at the man's retire-
ment age and continuing until he dies. A package consisting of the in-
dicated preretirement death benefit and this simple straight life an-
nuity will be taken to be an appropriate alternative to both the con-
tributory and tioncontributory pension. A "current equivalent" there-
fore will consist of the series of annual premiums necessary to pur-
chase an individual annuity of that form which has a present value
equal to the present value of the particular pension being considered.28

The "return-of-contributions" aspect of the contributory pension is very
similar to this. However, because the full cost of an individual annuity is borne
by the policyholder through his premium payments, while only a portion of his
pension is financed by his contributions, the preretirement death benefit rep-
resents a larger share of the present value of an annuity than of a pension. In
the case of a noncontrihutory pension, of course, the difference is even more
marked.

The question might again he raised about the probable sensitivity of the
empirical results to the choice of other benefit patterns for the annuity. As was
true of the pension, the changes that may be expected to arise should be quite
small. Since the differences in the tax treatment of various annuity arrangements
and between individual and insurance company investment opportunity costs are
not great.
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TAX TREATMENT OF PENStONS

Employees participating in "qualified" corporate retirement plans-.
i.e., those which, as do the OflCS We will he concerned with, satis[
certain conditions relating to labor force coverage and flofldiscrirnina.
tionneed not include in their taxable income amounts representing
the share of pension costs borne by their eniplovers. Tax liability to

the employee or his estate results only when benefits are actually re-
ceived. The contributions, if any, made to such plans by the employee,
however, are not tax-deductible.

Retirement benefits provided by noncontrihutorv pension plans are.
when received, taxable in full at ordinary personal income tax rates
Benefits paid under most contributory plans are subject to the "life
expectancy" rule. According to this fornuila. a portion of each monthly
receipt is excluded from taxation, that portion determined by the ratio
of the aggregate contributions made by the employee during his working
life to the total monthly benefits which are anticipated cm the basis of
his life expectancy. To illustrate: An employee who contributed $300
per year for thirty years and then retired on a monthly pension of
$200 would, assuming he had a life expectancy of fifteen years at the
time of his retirement, pay taxes on only SI So of each month's receipt.
Thus $200 times 12 times 15 is equal to $36,000 of expected benefits.
and contributions amount to $300 times 30. or $9,000. I)ividing S9.-
000 by $36,000, we get one-fourth. One-fourth of $200 is $50, which
is the tax-free portion of each receipt. In efTect, his own pension con-
tribtitions are taxed to the individual while he is working, and he ob-
tains in return a deduction that he can claim after retirilig. The Internal
Revenue Service specifies the appropriate life expectancies. designating
fifteen years as the figure for a man who retires at age 65.'

Appendix E summarizes the requirements for status as i ' qualitied' re-tirement plan and the tax consequences of not meeting those standards.
Actually, the IRS requires that a slight reduction he made in the vati:eof the employee's total contributions used in catculating this tax-free portionto reflect the fact that those contributions also give rise to a postretirernentdeath benefit right. Since the necessary adjustment is not large far the pennpromises that vill he de,ilt with here, - the general nature of the ColuiprItatisill 5as indicated In the development and programming of the present value forniuh,however, that adjustment was taken into account, arid the partieut.ars are spelledout in Appendix D.

1 !ntern Revenue Code, Sections 72 and 402.
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SALARIES, RONUSES, AND PENSIONS 31

A special provision applies to a contributory pension plan when the
benefits to be received in the first three years following retirement
equal or exceed the employee's total contributions. In that event, the
employee excludes from taxable income the entire amount of each
receipt until he has "recovered'S those contributions free of taxes. Pay-
ments received thereafter are taxable in full.32 Thus, in the example
above, if the man's benefit were 25O per month, he would pay no
income tax on his pension until the fourth year of his retirement.

Death benefits payable under a pension plan are considered by the
tax law to represent in part a return of the employee's contributions
and in part an interest accumulation resulting from investment by the
plan's managers. The first portion is simply included in the man's
estate and taxed according to the regular estate tax schcdu1e. The
interest earned component is not included in the estate as such, but is
taxed separately as if it were a gain from the sale of a capital asset.3t
The details of these procedures are contained in Appendix I), where the
complete pension present value expressions are derived.

One problem that arises in this connection is the specification of
an estate tax rate to use in the computations. As was true in the case
of "outside income," the pertinent information for obtaining an ac-
curate estimate is absent. Given that no evidence as to either the size
or the form of the estates of top corporate executives is currently
available, and the fact that the estate tax is not really of major im-
portance here, a choice that is computationally convenient might just
as well he made. Since matters in several formulas are greatly
simplified if the over-all effective tax rate on executives' estates is taken
to be roughly equal to the 25 per cent capital gains rate, that figure
is adopted throughout.

TAX TREATMENT OF RETIREMENT ANNUITIES
Because annuity premiums have generally the same function and

characteristics as do pension contributions by an eniplovee, the tax
provisions applicable to individual retirement annuities are similar to
those associated with contributory pension plan benefits. Premium pay-

32 Ibid., Section 72.
Ibid., Section 2039.

3lbid,, Sections 71, 401, and 501.
Particularly for stock options.
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ments are not tax-deductible when made, but a fraction of the annuity
later received by the policyholder is deductiblespecified, in this case,
by the "life expectancy" rule to be the ratio of total premiums paid to
total benefits anticipated at retirement.26

Annuity policy death benefits are also divided into two parts for tax
purposes, but the levies are computed in a slightly different manner
from those for the corresponding pension plan payments. The full
amount of the benefit is taxed in the man's estate, and, in addition, the
segment representing an interest accumulation is subject to a capital
gains tax. As a partial offset to this combined assessment, the estate tax
on the interest accumulation is first deducted from that figure before the
capital gains tax is applied.37 Appendix D provides a complete descrip-
tion.

THE PRESENT VALUE EXPRESSIONS
Given the benefit structures 01 the two pension plans and their indi-

vidual retirement annuity counterpart, and given the relevant tax liabil-
ities, a comprehensive present value formula can be developed for each
arrangement. The present value to an executive of a single prospective
benefit payment is obtained by subtracting from its total dollar amount
the required taxe multiplying the remainder by the probability that it
will actually be receivedas determined from a mortality tableand,
finally, discounting that result back to the present at a specified interest
rate. The aggregate present value of a pension or an annuity is then
simply the sum of the present values of all the separate benefits it pro-
vides. This expression is derived for noncontributory pension plans,
contributory plans, and for the individual annuity alternative in Appen-
dix D.

EARLY AND LATE RETIREMENT
While almost all corporate pension plans now provide for retirement

at age 65, it is not uncommon or an important executive to stay on
for several years past that point orespecially in more recent years
to take advantage of an early-retirement provision in his company's
plan. The procedures described above, however, are geared to evaluate

36lnternal Revenue Code. Section 72.
3 Ibid., Sections 72 and 2039(c), and IRS Regulation 1.72.
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SALARIES, BONUSES AND PENSIONS 33
the experience of a man who retires at the "normal" time. The question
must therefore he raised as to whether a "Cuiieiit equivalent' con-structed on the expectation of retirement at one age is a legitimate indexof the worth of an executive's pension if he ultimately retires at adifferent one.

Take first the case of a man who works past age 65. In the vast
majority of instances, the applicable pension plan will specify that bene-fits do not continue to accrue for years of Service beyond the desig-
nated retirement date. The executi'e therefore acquires nothing addi-tional in the way of pension during his last years on the job, arid a
current equivalent set up to run only through age 64 is a complete
alternative to that pension. From age 65 on, the current equivalent is by
definition equal to zero, and there is no problern.

If instead an executive should retire early and accept a lower retire-
ment benefit from his company, the situation is less clear, If the current
equivalent is terminated at that point and no further adjustment made,
it must be assumed that the individual retirement annuity which the now-
attenuated series of premium payments will provide vill have the same
after-tax present value as the reduced pension benefit. Whether such an
assumption is valid depends, of course, on the specific schedule of
early-retirement benefits under the plan in question and on the nature
of the adjustment by the insurance company to a shorter stream of
premium receipts. In the empirical work that follows, the convention
will be that the two reductions in benefits arc likely to be close enough
in size to permit the view that simply terminating the current equivalent
in the event of premature retirement does not distort the nleasurcrnents,
Apart from the fact that the available data rarely spell out the extent of
the executive's sacrifice and thus provide any basis for a different pro-
cedure, there arc good reasons to believe that the "truth," if known,
would be very much like the assumption macic. Both corporate pension
trustees and the insurance companies selling individual annuity policies

The exception to this would he the case in which the entire peniori plan
is revised. When that happens, even employees who were not entitled to accurnu-late additional benefits under the previous plan because Ihes were overage are
frequently included in a general benefit increase. If so. we confront a one-shot
increment in our man's pension expectation which can he handled by determining
the single-premium payment to an insurance company that will provide himwith a straight life annuity policy having the same after-tax present value as
his pension benefit increaseboth evaluated as if they were to begin immediately.
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must necessarily manage their affairs according to the same actuarial
principles and will appraise their alternatives using similar mortality
tables and opportunity costs. For a particular executive, therefore, those
computations should not yield very different answers.

THE BEFORE-TAX CURRENT EQUIVALENT
Once the after-tax present value of an executive's pension has been

determined, the premiums required for the purchase of an individual
annuity having the same present value define its "after-tax current
equivalent." A logical extension of this approach is the definition of a
"before-tax current equivalent": th increase in actual gross salary and
bonus receipts from the employer corporation that would be necessary
to raise the man's current after-tax remuneration by the amount of his
pension's after-tax current equivalent. Since that salary increase would
enable the executive to do as well for himself as is done for him by his
pension, he should be indifferent between the two arrangements. The
concept of a "before-tax equivalent" therefore describes an operational
alternative to the pension which makes use of direct current payments
rather than promises of future benefits.

Several applications of this instrument are suggested by a general in-
terest in appraising the characteristics of the compensation transaction.
A comparison in before-tax terms of the relative importance of salary,
bonus, and pension in the pay package can be drawn. The "efficiency"
of a particular pension from the viewpoint of the' inployer can be
determined by calculating the cost of financing the actual retirement in-
come promise and contrasting it with the cost of its before-tax current
equivalent. Finally, we may compare the federal tax revenue con-
sequences of the two arrangements, taking into account both personal
and corporate tax differences. Within the confines of the present study,
however, company costs and governmental tax yields are not directly at
issue, and are considered only briefly below.35

SUMMARY

Because the pension benefits promised corporate executives differ in
timing and in likelihood of receipt from the other components of the
pay package, it is necessary to develop a procedure for their valuation

See Appendix M, for example, for a discussion of the relative costs.
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1 ;'hich permits meaningful Comparison as welt as nleasurement The be-fore-tax and after-tax "current income equivalei' described seemappropriate to that purpose. Conceptually the most important elementin the analysis is the designation of the individual retirement annuitypolicy as the best index of the worth of a pensionjn effect, its closestmarket substitutc.° While the assumptions required in connection withexecutives' outside income, deductions and exemptions, Opportunityal costs, marital status, arid mortality experience cannot be as accurate asone might wish, the parameters finally chosen should Constitute a reason-a able representation of actual experience
d ° The difference between the pension valuation methoiolopv followed byLeonard R. Burgess in Top Executive Jü Packa?e and that outlined above isespecially marked. For some comments on the procedures enlpkyed b Burgess,see Daniel M. Holland's review in the Pout1(01 Science Quarterly, March 1964,Id pp. 129-133.
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